The AGRÓNIC PC program is an application for Windows which allows simultaneously managing the
irrigation controllers Agrónic 2000 version GSM/GPRS, Agrónic 4000 version 3, Agrónic 2500 and
Agrónic BIT from a PC, in a comfortable and easy way.
The program consists of two parts: AGRÓNIC PC-COM Communications control that manages the
communication between the PC and the controllers; and the AGRÓNIC PC Management Program,
through which the user can manage, program and view the Agrónics.
Data obtained from the Agrónics is stored using a database system in SQL language (currently using
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express Edition).
The Agrónic PC takes all the advantages that Windows environment offers, allowing parameters and
program to be intuitively entered or modified to carry out real time actions, as well to provide the
ability to check on anomalies, totals, the actions records, and what the Agrónics are doing at all times.
The main features of the AGRÓNIC PC are:


To carry out the most of the actions that can be done from the Agrónic through the PC.



Programming system on just one screen.



Record of all the actions carried out by the Agrónics, being able to export them to text files or
to Microsoft Office Excel format.



Anomalies management. All anomalies or breakdowns received must be confirmed by the user.
If any new anomalies occur, an indicator light will be triggered.



Report of all irrigation sectors, analog and digital sensors, meters and external communication
modules.



To obtain totals and historical data, being able to export them to text files or to Excel format to
be handled by other programs (calculation sheets, databases, etc.).
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Graphics of sensors, consumption of sectors and fertilizers (in volume and time), and flows.
They are totally configurable by the user.



Alarms management and mobile warnings detailing the date and time of events.



Reports can be generated in two different ways:
a) By equipment: provides a general view of the Agrónics, their status, and the
configuration for the inputs and outputs, sectors, filters, fertilizers, mixers, pumps and
flows. It allows to display the configured programs for each equipment and which are
currently active at that moment.
b) By synoptics: by using synoptics, an overall view is shown for all the parcels or the
Agrónics, with the option of adding indicator lights on a map, photo or draw, to mark
where the equipment inputs and outputs are located. These lights will turn on when
activated. Both the background icons of the synoptics and the indicator lights can be
entirely configured by the user and easily adaptable to any facility. Synoptics reports
provide a fast and clear idea about all the activities being carried out by the controller.

COMMUNICATIONS:
The program can use various communication protocols in order to connect to the Agrónics, according
to the conditions of each installation. Each protocol is listed here below:


Communication by GPRS (communication by Internet)
a) Through e-mails (only for Agrónic 2000)
b) TCP/IP (through a TCP socket connection)



Ethernet communication (communication of a local net or Internet)
a) TCP Protocol (only for Agrónic 4000)



GSM Communication (mobile telephone)
a) Communication by GSM modem



Communication by cable
a) RS-232 Communication (for distances up to 15 meters)
b) RS-485 Communication (for distances up to 1.500 meters)



Communication by radio
a) Radio link (for distances of 1.000 meters)
b) RDM Protocol (for distances of 6.000 meters with Agrónics which work as repeaters, only
for Agrónic 2500 and Agrónic BIT)
c) Radio modem (for distances of several kilometres depending on radio modem power and
orography).

And it also allows the use of Wifi nets, Wimax or optical fibre as the communication way between the
Agrónic PC and the controllers.
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EXAMPLES OF REPORT SCREENS
BY EQUIPMENT:
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BY SYNOPTIC:
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EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMMING AND CONFIGURATION SCREENS
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EXAMPLES OF REGISTERS AND GRAPHICS SCREENS
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